05.05.2019 committee meeting
Absent with apologies: Afif Haque, Melly, Jacinta
Absent with no apologies:
Who?

Discussion

Rocky
(Pres)

Have monthly meetings with Sally Wheeler
- Talking to improve things for law students
and ensure that the CoL is consistent with
the objectives of the LSS
- Conclusion → grant is not going to be taken
away

Action

Please come to events outside your own portfolio!
Grace
(admin)

Resignation
- Daniel Kang
- Maaike York
- Grace to organise casual vacancies
for this in the coming week
AGM
- Date = Sunday 19th of May 2019 (6 30 PM)
- Venue = law theatre, ground floor of law
library
- Constitutional changes/amendments
- Event post on FB will go up tonight
Hoodies
- Got into contact with manufacturers over
break
- 2 manufacturers
- What do we think about the nickname
situation? No.
- Plan is that we as exec will choose 3
designs tonight
- We will show committee and have them vote
on final design next week
Newsletter
- To be sent out tonight

Thanaya
(Careers)

Clerkship night this Tuesday
- Roster has been finalised and been sent out
- Lily = photographer
- At a new venue
- Biggest clerkship evening ever!
Resume workshops every week

-

Exec to come
earlier

Minters’ workshop - Tuesday and Wednesday
Priya
(equity)

Happy feet
- Students and academics
- Changed the date to week 11 this semester!
- Hoping to get event up next week on FB
Study packs
- Released on 3rd June
- At law foyer
Yoga
- ANUSA sport has been difficult to work with!
- Going to work with DOJO room as it has a
brighter, livelier vibe! (3 indoor sessions)
- Outdoor sessions (3 outdoor sessions)
International students’ director resignation
- FYOs to assist with the event organisation

David
(comps)

Semi finals were last week
Appeal for mooting
- Sorted
- Make changes to LSS rules so that it is
consistent with ALSA rules
Competition finals
- Venue organised
- FB event page done
- Budget to be approved for food next week in
exec meeting
- Don’t need help setting up
Mock trials are up as well - sign up is online!
Currently compiling material for guides

Nila (SJ)

LGBTQI QandA panel
- Next wednesday at 6PM
- Catered by Dobinson
- 3 speakers, potentially 4
- Will be advertised from next week onwards

Eliza
(events)

Non law ball things
- Chatting with Peppercorn people to talk
about trivia for magazine launch
- Phoebe organising JD Drinks → pushed
back to week 11 on Friday

Law ball
- Theme = ‘Into the Wild’
- On the hunt for DJs atm!
- Putting up theme next week
Afif
(finance)

Report as read

Portfolio
report
(Bri)

Class summaries
- Anne to convert to PDF and send through to
Bri
- Sem 2 courses; released at the end of this
week
Pre exam tutorials
- STUVAC
- Looking for tutors and
- Something we will push for nevertheless
- Going to organise problem solving
workshops → last year’s were recorded
Looking at doing AGLC guide

